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Abstract: 

·rn this paper a ·variant of charged particles focus

ing obtained with the· synchro·cyclotron of• the Laboratory 

of Nuclear Problems is considered. The particle focusing 

is achieved by the magnetic field formed in the gap of the 
' 

deviating electromagnet with the help of iron bars. It was 

shown that the effect of the focusing arrangement _is equi

valent to that of the magnetic quadrupole lens if the de

finite ratio of the dimensions of these bars is maintained. 

Hy means of such lenses the density of the 600 MeV polariz-

ed proton beam intensity was increased three times in the place 

where the detecting arrangement was set up, the density of 

the -JOO MeV meson beam intensity was increased 2.7 times. 

* * * 
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. Charged- particles extracted from the accelerator's 

chamber pass usually rather great distance to the detect-

ing apparatus that leads to a considerable reduction· of 

the int~nsity used. To deviate the beam. or to separa~e 

the flux of secondary particles of de.finite e~ergy in so-,-

me experiments the electromagnets are used. To use the field 

in the electromagnet gap not only for the deviation of the 

particles but also for their focusing is of practical in

terest. This can be achieved by forming the magnetic field 

on the way of the charged particles similar to that of 

the magnetic quadrupole lens. If a ferromagn~tic body the 

dimension of' vrhich · in 'the :field direction is more at least 

than one transverse dimension then in the fields ">/ 9000 

ersted the sample under consideration is being magnetized 

almost up to the saturation. 
. . 

In this case the ferromagnetic body may be consider-

ed as uniformly magnetized and to calculate analytically 

the components of the field from the sample under conside

ration.* F'or therectangular bar 2h high, 2a wide and l 

long the magn~tic t'ield components H :c. and H;i in the 

-IE-'.rhe field in the electromagnet gap is supposed to 
be uniform·. · 
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coordinate system Biven in Fig. I have the form1 1 1. 

H-i(x
1

~
1
c.)==M{a1.~tg (~-o.) .(x-Q,)..... -aict (Y-'-a) X · 

(1.-h)~(x-Q,Y-+(~-aY·+-(l-hi · ~ (l-h)L'<z+-(~-ai+(l-h)'
1 

-0,'U,t~ ~i~~)~(X-~~:~)~_a)l+(i-h)l + o.7-dd (~:~;rx2~(~+-xa)2.+(1.~h)l-+ 
. . ' 

. --~- (1) 
H x I)-- er,{[x+✓xl+(Y+a)2+(l+h)'].[(x-e,)+✓ (x-Q,)z+(~-a)z+(l+-hJ2} • 
. ~( ,':!, - M [(x-e)-d(X-Q,) 2 +('j+cr.)Z+(l.+h)i][x+~x2 +(!f-a)t.+(I+h)z] 

[ (X- e)+~(X- Q-)2 -r ( 'j+ a)2+ (1- h )21 .[ X+ ~ x 2 + (~-a )2. + ('l - h )Z.']) 
~ [ X + ~x 2 +(~ + o.)2 + (_l - h)c!}f (x- e,) + ✓ (x-- ei~·( ~--·a J'?.t- ( i. - h Ji] 

(2) 

21000 :!: 500 
where M~ · ocrsted - t. he magnitude of the magni-

4JT 
zation for the majority of the ferromagnetic materials. 

Let us restrict the region of the magnetic field which 

we shall consider further by the following conditions /Fig.2/: 

..:.h=~fh 
(4) 

When choosing the geometry of the ferromagnetic bars and 

in the calculation of the magnetic field it is necessary to 
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take into account the influence of the pole tips on the 

redistribution o:t.· the magnetic field from the saturated bars. 

The influence of the pole tips may be approximately taken 

into account by means of mirror reflection of the iron 

bars with respect to_ the plane surface 01· the magnet poles. 

/Fig. 2/. 

The system of the mirror reilected bars f~r case·of 

plane boundary is calculated on the basis of the image 

method developed for curr.ents .1 2 1 In this case one may 

write for the magnitization of the mirror reflected bars 

that 

M ref= M · ( µ -
11 __ 1< • . . ·J-'-+1} ·', 

(5) 

where ·Mref is the magnitization of the mirror reflect-

ed b~rs, _ 
M is the magnitization of the bars in.the electro-

magnet gap, 

f-J-'- is the magnetic penetrability of the medium, 

K is the number of reflection. 

It is assumed in Eq.151 that [-'- = const. in all the 

half space and ·is-independent of the induction. For the 

ferromagnetic bodies this ?ondition is not generally per

formed, -however, one can easily see that M refl. stops 

to be d~pe~dent upon the magnetic penetrability of the me-

~ 
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dium at sufficiently high values of the latter. If o~e rest-· 

rict·s ·oneself by the induction region when f-,L > 10, . then 

one may approximately consider that the bars mirror reflected 
- . 

nave the same magnitude of the magnitizatiori·, ie., 

M.refl. ;:: M (6) 
-

· Such an approx1.mation is quite all'OWed~ sinc
0

e0 the ·cont"ri9µ-

tion to the magnitude and the distribution o;r _the magnetic 0 

field component from the reflections is not relatively great' 

and a small addition to the 1·ield of main bars. It0 is _pos'
sible to show that the deviation which the charged particle 

is equal to the dcviat10:(i._ on the length f 
undergo in the bar field of the final length t'., ¥in the bar : 

field of the infinite length with the same transveise ~1~ 

mensions. so, for the ba~ of the final lendth e 'height· 

2h and the wideness 2a the following relations take place 
00 

J H~(x,y,x)dx=Ho~(~,I)•e (7) 
-oo 

00 

_j H1.(x,y,1..Jdx =Hoi<~ 1 z.J·B (8). 
-oo 

_ where Hy (x,~
1
1.) and H~(x,9,21 may_ be determined from (1) artd 

(2) whereas Ho~ (y,I) and l-lo'l.(y,"l.) are the 9omponents of.the 

field strength from the infinitely -long bar with the 

same cross section 2h x 2a. such a substitution means .that 

the effect of the magnetic field with the edge falling se·c- -

tions may be substituted by the same effect of the homoge-
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neous field the maen_i tude of which is determined for the 

bar of the infinite length. The-field has the sharp geo

metric boundaries and is concentrated in the region of 

the length e. 
With the help of Eqs.171 and 18I one may make the 

calculation of the necessary field gradients for the par~ 

ticle focusing for the in~initely -long bars.* So, for 

Hz and Hy_ the components of the magnetic field, tp.e mirror 

reflection is being taken into account, one may obtain the 

following expressions in the coordinate system given in 

Fig. 2, in the plane_ x = o. 

- (!:f -) - (Y 2o.) ' -+1 -+j+-

H., C~,o) • 'tM { 'i;;- (-1 )"a«t~ ,;~ + 1) - ~ (- 1 )"o<d7 h{2 n + 1Jh . + 

(~ - 1) " ( 1- -1 - Za) J 
-t '(-tfo.'tdq h - [ (-1)'1 a:c.d1 h h 7i a (2n+1) n. (2n+-t) 

(9) 

* The curvature·-of the charged particle trajectory in 
the main field of the magnet is neglected. 
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(10) 

h e ~a(i a.) w ere == - +-. . h h l 
h -= o, 1 1 2 ... 

Expanding expressions 191 and ll0I in a·series and sum

ming up the coefficients before the identical degrees :/ 

and -z . we obtain that 

(11) 

H~ (t, o) ~ 8M e / ~ [ ~ (-1)" m~z,;:_;"'! eJ )- · 

_ L [ r (.-1 )" (tn + 1)[(4-mn )(3m;, t lmn e, e')- 3 rn~Jt --.·] 
Jh3 L . tn~(mn-t-G)3 j · 

n (12) 
where m n -= ( z. n -t- 1 )z -t- 1 , n -:: o, f , 2 . . . · 

The estimations show tliat the coefficient of the third degree 
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Y and z is less than 1% of the coefficient .of the li

near term. 

Thus, in the region determined .by the conditions 141 

the magnetic field has practically the constant gradient 
' 

the magnitude of which may be calculated from the expression: 

oHe::: dHy ::: 8M0[L (-1)~ (2n+i). ·] 
ay az h n mn Cmn-i" e) 

(lJ) 

When making the numerical. calcu~ations it·is quite sufficient 

to ca1c·u1ate the' first four terms of' this series since the 

contribution from the subsequent terms is small and may be 

neglected. It follows from the analysis of formula llJI 

. that the chosen geometry of the rectangular bars acts as a 

magnetic quadrupole lens with the aperture 2h, focusing 

the charged particles in one plane and defocusing them in 

the ot~er perpendicular plane. To obtain the focusing ef

fect in the two mutually perpendicular planes it is neces

sary to place successively two or some quadrupole lenses with 

the gradients alternating in sign. In the case under consi

deration the·change of the sign of the magnetic field in

tensity gradient is achieved by the symmetrical permuta-

tion of the iron bars with respect to ~he plane 1.X /Fig.2/. 

The calculation of the focusing effect of the lens may be 

made by the following formulas I JI. For the particles moving 
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in the plane X l ' the optical sfrength' of two-section· 

r lens is equal to 

1 .!. . . , .!. 

F = k z (Sino< ch"' - GOjo( she< -t- CJ< z Sino<. she<) (l4 ) 
)( l . . , . , , . 

cJH.1t_/ z 
where k = ol. / HR c.M- , oersted/om 

• 

pc· is ·the momentum of the charged particle in ev, 

c)H!.1 is the field gradient expressed in Oersted/om, ,n 
o<=k'lfl e the leneth of the lens section in cm, 

c the distance between the lens sections. 

The main p~ane of the lens is situated at the distance 

I 

Xx 1. = - F-" 2 [ 1 - CO)°' ch o{ + s i no( s H c< + Ck es; no< ch o<] 
(15) 

from the back edge of the lens. Ex~anding 1141 and 1151 · 

in a series and restricting tne essential ter~s we obtain 

. that 

(16) 

1 
j' ke 

(17) 

One may obtain analoeous expressions for the particles 

focused in the plane ~X if in expressions 1141 and 1151 K 
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is substituted for -K •. Then if K 
1
/2,. for i, K ½.1 and o( 

for LJo( are substituted the optical strength und. the 

position of the main plane may be written in the form 

f 1;. . . .. . 
Fx_y:: k' Z, [sirio< cho( - C,Ojc,( :iho( + Ck 1/z She,( SinJ::::: !{tel(: e+c) 

(18) 

Xxy = -f.xy[1-c.ho<coso<..-sho(Sino(- ck½shdcO?c(.]:!::.,~ 
-ke j 

( 19) 

The distances L1 from the front edge of ,the lense to the 

source of the charged particles !Fig.JI and L2 -from the 

back edge of tLe lense to tile_point in which the particles 

must be focused are oonnected with the parameters of the mag

netic lense by the following expressions: 

L = [< ~d.c.h .,e-sino£5h p) + (L,k 'lirf s;n~chP~"'s"' sh.,e)- cl{ 1/~ hft(Sinol -(L,1/·J~o()] 
lX1. k'1'[{5ino< chJ-COSciShJ)-(L) kv.i)ysinJ Sh/ +C05o£chJ) +cl< V.ishj(5inc{-(L

1
1{ 'lzf'cosci )} 

( 20) 

[ 
Yz-1 I .L-I :, L _ (c.ho( cos p +Shol 5inftJ+(L,k )<'sholcoSJ31-chc1.sinft)+cf(l ~sft(&ho( + (L ,J<.i) ch"')1 

z.xy- k' ½[( chcl Sitlf- 5hdco.s! )-(L11lt'(chixco6J-Shoi: SiriJ)t-c,l{i Si nf (Shel +(L
1
1<tTlh"' 

where o( = k ¼?e J = k 'he t I e, l 

e, is the length of the first section o.f the· lens, 

·et is the length of t~e second secti~n of the lens./Fig.J/ 
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·Such a lens has a ·strong astigmatism for the particles 

focusing.in the perpendicular.p1anes.·rt is due to t.ne fact 

thit tne m~in planes of·sucha lens.11e on the different sides 

from the .back· edge of the lens, whereas tne f,ocus distances 

F X-Z .. and f X':J are identical. To· eliminate the astigmatism 

in two-section·magnet~c lens the length of one section of 

the lens may be somewhat changed, so·.that Lixy and ~-Lzxl. 

determined by the expres~ion1 20I ·would coincide. 'The lens 

which has less astigmatism .is shown in Fig. 4. 

The optical strength of :such a.lens for the parti¢les 

focused .in the plane xy is. determined by- tlie expression 

I ..L{ - .L 
fx~ :::: k ~ 5in z,,,\ ch2,t;( - sh Zc< -t.Ck 2'.(Sin?o< shzo< -i?._5-in2o<.chz.~)-

. - ci I{ 5; n~d s h.2 o( J (2_1) 

and the distance of the main: plane fr.om the ,back .ecl,ge of 

the lens is equal to 

Xxy = -Fx!I { 1- ·COS Z,o( c,h 2,o( - CI< ½(c.os zt;( 5 h z o( .- 5; n Zo< c.h Z, o<.) -t

where 

+ c'Ksin 2,o( 5h ;?,o<J 

c< = I-< 
1

/ze. 

(22) 

Expanding 1211 and q221.1n·.a.·s.eries and·restric.ting 

by the first terms we :have 

(2J) 
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X =-(ee+c) . x~ .. (24) 

For the particles focusing in the plane' ""t, X , the expres-
1 

sions for -F. and X z.x are obtained by the substitution of 
z.x 

K for -K in I 21 I , I 22 I , I 2J I aI1d i 24 I • Since "K" enters 

into the expression _I 2J I quadratica_lly, .and the position of 

the main plane is generally independent of K, then in the 

first approximation such focusing system does not possess 

ast_igmatism. The main plane of the lens is situated exactly 

in the middle and L
I 

and . L;,., is measured from the middle 

of the lens up to the source of the charged partic_les and 

the point of their focusing in the calculations of the focus

ing distance. It should be noted that the three-section lens. 

at the same 'values of the gen~ral length and the- field 

gradient _has 1 approximately, th~ optical strength two times 

less if compared with the two section lens. 
/ . 

By means of the obtained formulae 2 variants of the 

focusing lenses were calculated. Their parameters and ,purpo

s~ a:r·e given in .the following Table: 

= = ·========================-==-========-======= .=======-=~= 

• 
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=====================-====-===-=======-=======-====-==-== 
The purpose 
of the lens 

the form 
of the 

lens 

Focus.polar •. 2 section 
protons 
E = 600 MeV 

Focusing 
7C -meson 
E = JOO MeV 
------------------------

lens 
i 
i --------- ---+----

CcM 

--- ---+---

The general form of one section of the lens is given 
in Fig. 5. The chosen construction of the lenses makes it 

possible to place them in the electromagnet gap quite ea

sily and quicldy. 

The whole arrangement was kept in the electromagnet 

gap by pressing one of the ends of the iron bars moving 

slightly in vertical to the electromagnet poles.• 

, ·rhe curvatu:be of the iron bars was the same as that 

of the trajectory of particle motion, whereas the front 

and back edges of the lens were made perpendicular to the 

direction of the beam. Separate sections of the lens were 

hold on the guide runners that makes it possible to change 

the optical strength of the lenses and to make the final 

tuning of all the system for the maximum increase of the 
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intensity. 

For the -600 MeV polarized proton ·beam the intensity 

was increased three times in the place where the appai:atus 
and for . ' 

was set up'Vmesons with the energy .. JOO MeV -2.7 tirries. 

T-he authors are grateful to 3 .s. Neganov ror the help 

in the manufacturing and testing of the lenses and to 

A~A. Kropin for some useful advice.· 

* * 
* 

.. 
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